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Background 

This design demonstrates the features of the Intel® Nios® II processor and Qsys system 

integration tool that are useful for creating systems with multiple processors. This short abstract 

provides some details on a reference design objectives and architecture. Using Qsys, we build a 

multiprocessor system containing four processors. Each processor is in a subsystem, creating a 

hierarchy with four subsystems with a separate memory map, coordinated with pipeline bridges. 

Multiprocessor systems possess the benefit of increased performance, but nearly always at the 

price of significantly increased system complexity for both hardware and software. The idea of 

using multiple processors to perform different tasks and functions on different processors in real-

time embedded applications is gaining popularity. Intel FPGAs provide an ideal platform for 

developing embedded multiprocessor systems, since the hardware can easily be modified and 

tuned using Qsys tool to provide optimal system performance. Increases in the size of FPGAs 

make possible system designs with many Nios II processors on a single chip. Furthermore, with a 

powerful integration tool like Qsys, different system configurations can be designed, built, and 

evaluated very quickly. Qsys enables hierarchical designs, reducing system complexity through 

compartmentalization of the design into discrete subsystems. Each subsystem exports user-

defined interfaces, linking the subsystem hierarchy together. 

 

Objectives 

• Create hierarchical Qsys systems containing multiple Nios II processors, using pipeline 

bridges to access peripherals in neighboring subsystem.  

• Ensure integrity by safely sharing peripherals between processors, preventing data 

corruption. 

• Perform different tasks and functions on different processors in real-time embedded 

application. 

 

System Architecture 

The proposed reference design contains four Nios II processor cores. One represents the main 

processor, which will boot from Flash, copy the other processors’ firmware, and release the reset 

signal of the other processors. Furthermore, each processor has its own memory to avoid data 

corruption. After booting the system, each processor controls a single LED, and writes data to the 

shared memory. The main processor will read the messages from other processors, and print out 

messages on JTAG UART. Furthermore, the MUTEX IP was utilized in this design. Multiprocessor 
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environments can use the mutex core with Avalon® interface to coordinate accesses to a shared 

resource. The mutex core provides a protocol to ensure mutually exclusive ownership of a shared 

resource.  In this design, the shared resource was an on-chip memory. Figure 1 demonstrates the 

proposed design architecture. 
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Figure 1: Multi-Core NIOS II System Design 
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Hardware Design Considerations 

Any system that incorporates multiple microprocessors working together to perform one or more 

related tasks is commonly referred to as a multiprocessor system. Using Intel Nios II processor 

and Qsys tool, you can quickly design and build multiprocessor systems that share peripherals 

safely. Qsys is a system development tool for creating FPGA designs that can include processors, 

peripherals, and memories. A Nios II processor system typically refers to a system with a 

processor core, a set of on-chip peripherals, on-chip memory, and interfaces to off-chip memory 

all implemented on a single Intel FPGA device. This document describes the features of the Nios 

II processor and Qsys tool that are useful for creating systems with multiple processors. 

Furthermore, it provides a reference design that guides you to a functional Multicore NIOS II 

system. The system contains two Qsys files: 

1- System.qsys 

This file contains the four NIOS II processors, clock, reset, mutex IP, PLL and other 

Peripherals. This file can be seen in Figure 2. Furthermore, Figure 3 demonstrates the 

peripherals system as a component added in the System.qsys file. 

2- Peripherals.qsys 

This file contains all the peripherals required for each processor like: on-chip memory, 

timers, System ID, shared memory and LED. Figure 4 illustrates this file. 

Each Nios II processor has connection to: timer, clock, JTAG UART, and hardware mutex 

component. You build a multiprocessor system containing six processors that share mutex 

peripherals in a hierarchical design. The Peripherals.qsys was designed and added as component 

in the System.qsys file design. After that, each processor Master peripheral was connected to its 

related slave port from Peripherals component. A Phase Lock Loop (PLL) was utilized to feed the 

Altera Serial Flash Controller 25MHz, since the system has minimum of 50MHz. 

Peripherals are considered shared when they can be accessed by multiple processors. The Qsys 

connections panel controls which hardware components can be accessed by each individual Nios 

II processor. Shared peripherals can be a very powerful feature of multiprocessor systems, but 

care must be taken when deciding which system peripherals are shared, and how the different 

processors cooperate regarding the use of peripherals. In a nonhierarchical system, peripherals 

can be made shareable by simply connecting them to multiple processor master interfaces in the 

connection matrix of Qsys. In a hierarchical system, peripherals can also be made shareable to 

processors outside of the subsystem containing the peripheral by exporting the slave interface 

of the peripheral. Processor master interfaces gain access to the peripheral through connection 

in the Qsys connection matrix to the exported interface of the peripheral subsystem. A processor 

master interface located in the System of the hierarchy can gain access to a peripheral located in 
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a parent system through connection to an Avalon™ Memory-Mapped (Avalon-MM) pipeline 

bridge. An Avalon-MM pipeline bridge also provides a mechanism for simultaneous connection 

of a slave interface to both a processor master local to the subsystem and an external processor 

master elsewhere in the hierarchy. In that case, the pipeline bridge exports the slave interface, 

instead of the peripheral exporting the slave interface directly. 

 

 

Figure 2: Qsys system file for the processors 
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Figure 3: System Peripherals as Qsys system component. 

 

The most common type of shared peripheral in multiprocessor systems is memory. Shared 

memory can be used for anything from a simple flag whose purpose is to communicate status 

between processors, to complex data structures that are collectively computed by many 

processors simultaneously. If a memory component is to contain the program memory for 

multiple processors, each processor sharing the memory is required to use a separate area for 

code execution. The processors cannot share the same area of memory for program space. Each 

processor must have its own unique .text, .rodata, .rwdata, .heap, and .stack sections. If a 

memory component is to be shared for data purposes, you must connect its slave port to the 

data masters of the processors that are sharing the memory. In a nonhierarchical system, make 

the connection directly in the connection panel. In a hierarchical system, make a logical 

connection to subsystem exported slave interface. 
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Figure 4: System Peripherals as Qsys system component. 
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The Hardware Mutex Core  

The Nios II processor provides protection of shared peripherals by accessing the hardware mutex 

core, which ensures only one processor has ownership of the mutex at any given time. The mutex 

core is not an internal feature of Nios II processor, it is a simple Qsys component. The term mutex 

stands for mutual exclusion, and a mutex does exactly as its name suggests. A mutex allows 

cooperating processors to agree that only one processor at a time is allowed access a hardware 

peripheral. This is useful for protecting peripherals from data corruption that can occur if multiple 

processors attempt to use the peripheral at the same time.  

The mutex core acts as a shared peripheral, providing an atomic test-and-set operation that 

allows a processor to test if the mutex is available and if so, to acquire the mutex lock in a single 

operation. When the processor is finished using the shared peripheral associated with the mutex, 

the processor releases the mutex lock. Thereafter, another processor can acquire the mutex lock 

and use the shared peripheral. Without the mutex, this kind of function would normally require 

the processor to execute two separate instructions, test and set, in which another processor 

could also test for availability and succeed. This situation would leave two processors both 

thinking they successfully acquired mutually exclusive access to the shared peripheral when they 

did not.  

 The mutex core does not physically protect peripherals in the system from being accessed at the 

same time by multiple processors. The software running on the processors is responsible for 

abiding by the rules. The software must be written to always acquire the mutex before accessing 

its associated shared peripheral. For more information about the hardware mutex core, refer to 

the Mutex Core chapter in the Embedded Peripherals IP User Guide.  

Another kind of mutex, called a software mutex, is common in many operating systems for 

providing the same protection of peripherals. The difference is that a software mutex is purely a 

software construct that is used to protect software or hardware peripherals from being 

corrupted by multiple processes running on the same processor. A hardware mutex core is a Qsys 

component with an Avalon interface that uses logic to guarantee only one processor is granted 

the lock of the mutex at any given time. If every processor waits until it acquires the appropriate 

mutex before using the associated shared peripheral, the peripheral is protected from potential 

corruption caused by simultaneous access by multiple processors. The hardware mutex core 

itself has no connection to the shared peripheral; it merely provides a semaphore. 

 

 

 

https://www.altera.com/en_US/pdfs/literature/ug/ug_embedded_ip.pdf
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RESET_RELEASE_IP 

It can be seen from Figure 4, there is a PIO IP connected to the system. This PIO IP will work as a reset 

register to keep the other processors under control of Main NIOS II. When the Main CPU copies the 

firmware of each processor, it will maintain that these processors will remain in soft reset mode, until it 

finishes copying the firmware of each processor. After finishing the firmware copy, the Main CPU will 

release the reset request of the sub CPU. Each processor has a reset request and reset taken signal. 

These signals can be activated from NIOS II IP configuration screen, as seen in Figure 5. By asserting 1 to 

reset request, the targeted NIOS II processor will enter soft reset mode. Once reset request deasserted, 

the processor will start executing the firmware from its entry point in the on-chip memory. The reset 

request of each NIOS II processor (excluding the main processor) were connected to RESET_RELEASE_IP 

in the Top-Level Verilog file. 

 

Figure 5: NIOS II Reset Request and Reset Taken Signals  

 

Software Design Considerations 

Each Processor has its own On-Chip memory to avoid Address Overlap and data corruption. A C 

software was developed for each processor individually. You can define the required CPU to 

create its application by selecting the CPU. This can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6: Creating NIOS II application for specific CPU in Multicore system 

 Once you create the application, you can run it on board. The reference design of this tutorial 

provides four applications for each NIOS II processor. The Main CPU Application has the boot 

loader application, where the other CPUs firmware are copied. The four applications can be seen 

in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Multicore NIOS II system software applications in Eclipse 

After creating the applications, you have to generate a hex file for each application, so that it can 

be added to the JIC file along with the .sof file of the design. The main NIOS II processor hex file 

can be generated by right click on the application folder of FIRST_NIOS2 > Make Targets > Build 

> mem_init_generate. You should be able to see the mem_init folder inside the FIRST_NIOS2. 
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For the other CPUs applications, after building and generating the elf file for each application, 

elf2flash and nios2-elf-objcopy commands will be used in NIOS II command shell, as seen in Figure 

8. 

 

Figure 8: Multicore NIOS II system software applications in Eclipse 

 

The mem_init_generate cannot be used for the sub CPUs, since mem_init_generate creates hex 

file for the NIOS II application while considering the entire On-chip monotargeted for this CPU. 

Furthermore, the hex offset cannot be modified, and hence, it cannot be used while generating 

jic file due to address overlap. 

As seen from Figure 8, the --offset option is used to define the location of the application in the 

Flash memory. Please note that this location need to be aligned with the location defined in the 

Main CPU software. This can be seen in the lines below. Please note that these offsets can be 

modified up to your requirement. 

 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_1_OFFSET  ( 0x00F20000 ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_1_ADDR    ( PERIPHERALS_EPCQ_AVL_MEM_BASE + BOOT_IMAGE_1_OFFSET ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_2_OFFSET  ( 0x00F40000 ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_2_ADDR    ( PERIPHERALS_EPCQ_AVL_MEM_BASE + BOOT_IMAGE_2_OFFSET ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_3_OFFSET  ( 0x00F60000 ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_3_ADDR    ( PERIPHERALS_EPCQ_AVL_MEM_BASE + BOOT_IMAGE_3_OFFSET ) 

 

Boot Loader API 

Few APIs were developed for the boot loader application, as below: 

 

1- void ReleaseCPU(void entry_point(void), int ADDR); 
2- void* CopyFromFlash( void * dest, const void * src, size_t num ); 
3- alt_u32 LoadFlashImage ( int image); 

 

The first API is responsible for releasing the reset signal of a specific CPU after copying its 

firmware from flash through the second API above. The third API will investigate the image to 
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define the regions of application and the size for each region, so that the second API knows the 

destination of each application region and its size for data copy. 

The ReleaseCPU API function is to release the CPU after copying its firmware, and target the CPU 

to jump to its entry region. In some cases, after firmware copy, the reset address of NIOS II 

processor does not point to the correct entry point, hence it is required to formulate a branch 

instruction to direct the processor to its entry point. After that, the CPU will be released from 

reset. The relative offset used for the instruction must be less than b bytes the actual entry point 

because this is how NIOS II defines the “BR” instruction, as seen in the code line below: 

    branch_instruction = ((offset - 4) << 6) | 0x6; 

 

 

After that, the br instruction will be written to the CPU reset address: 

     

    IOWR(ADDR, 0, branch_instruction); 

   

Boot Record Format 

The boot record immediately follows the boot image header. A boot record is a representation 

of the application that is loaded by the boot copier. The boot record contains an individual record 

for each code section of the application. A code section is a consecutive piece of the code that is 

linked to a unique region in memory. The boot copier reads the boot record to determine the 

destination address for each section of the application software code, and performs the 

appropriate copy operations. The boot record is necessary because the code sections of a 

software application might not all be linked to one contiguous region in memory. Often, code 

sections of an application are scattered all over the memory map. To boot the application, the 

flash memory must contain the entire application and information about where its parts should 

be copied in memory. However, the flash memory is too small to contain a copy of the entire 

memory. The boot record representation packs all the code sections of the application in a single, 

contiguous block of flash memory. The boot record contains all the code sections of the software 

application in a contiguous block of data, regardless of where those code sections are linked in 

RAM. The boot record is a sequence of individual records, each containing the data for a code 

section, preceded by its destination address and its length. While booting, the boot copier reads 

the destination address (<destination address>) and the length (<numbytes>) from the boot 

record, then copies the following bytes from the boot record to destination. The final individual 

record in the boot record is a special jump record. Reading this record informs the boot copier it 

has completed copying application code, and that it now needs to jump to the 32-bit address 

stored in the following four bytes. The 32-bit address is the entry point of the application. Jump 

records are always encoded as 0x00000000. The third type of individual record is a halt record. 

A halt record instructs the boot copier to halt its execution. Halt records are encoded as 
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0xFFFFFFFF. Erased areas of flash memory contain the value 0xFF in each byte. Therefore, if the 

boot copier ever encounters an erased area of flash, it interprets it as a halt record and stops 

execution. Figure 8 illustrates boot record format. 

 

Figure 8: Boot Record Format 

 

JIC File Generation 

After completing all NIOS II applications, and generating hex files for each application, the JIC file 

need to be created. This task can be done from Quartus II File tab > Convert Programming Files, 

as seen in Figure 9. 

It can be seen from Figure 9, all the hex files of NIOS II appliations were added, you can notice 

the Start Address of each hex file was matched with the software define of each image location. 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_1_OFFSET  ( 0x00F20000 ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_2_OFFSET  ( 0x00F40000 ) 

#define BOOT_IMAGE_3_OFFSET  ( 0x00F60000 ) 
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Figure 9: Boot Record Format 

 

The added sof file was compressed to save Flash size required for the jic. To compress the sof file, 

click on the SOF file in the image above, then click properties on the right side of the table > check 

the box “compression”, as seen in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 10: JIC file creating. 
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After that, click Generate, now you got the JIC file of the system, next step, we need to program 

this JIC file to EPCQ flash. You can open the programmer and add the generated jic file, as seen 

in Figure 11. This process might take few minutes to complete programming the JIC to EPCQ. 

 

 Figure 10: JIC file creating. 

 After programming done, you need to connect your JTAG UART to a terminal. This can be done 

by opening NIOS II command shell and write nios2-terminal. You should be able to see messages 

from Main NIOS II, as seen in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Terminal Output After Booting the System. 
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From Figure 12, you can notice some information coming from main CPU to inform you that the 

main CPU was able to copy other CPUs firmware and release reset signal for each processor (soft 

reset). After that, you will notice some CPU activates of writing messages from different CPUs, 

and reading them by the MAIN CPU. The message sequence should be “abcdef”. From the output 

above, we can confirm that the mutex was functional, and all the processors were able to access 

the shared memory without corrupting its data.  

Furthermore, you should be able to see the LEDs blink on the board, as seen in Figure 13; the 

LEDs within the red box. Each LED is connected to a NIOS II processor. From Left to right, this is 

the LED sequence: CPU1, CPU2, CPU3, CPU4. Please note that, after programming the JIC file, 

you need to turn off the board, make sure the JTAG cable is connected, then you can power on. 

After that, open the terminal, you should see the messages, as seen in Figure 12. In some cases, 

if the LEDs are not blinking, you need to give the system a reset signal by pushing the first button, 

as seen in Figure 13 (blue box). 

 

 

Figure 13: LED Blink Status on A10 SOC Board 
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